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by Roy W. Sweat, D.C.

About the Author: Dr. Roy W. Sweat
is a graduate of Palmer College. In
1952, he began a course of study
specializing in the upper cervical
occipital atlanto-axial complex under
Dr. John F. Grostic. Dr. Grostic chose
him as an instructor at his seminars.
Sweat completed a three-year pro-
gram in chiropractic orthopedics from
the National College and is an as-
sociate professor at Life College.

Dr. Sweat designed the cervical
analysis instrument In 1981 he created
the program of chiropractic Atlas
orthogonality and wrote a series of
five books. Dr. Sweat has designed a
chiropractic adjusting instrument and
also a series of x-ray machines and
the orthogonal adjusting tables. He
maintains hispractice at 3274 Buckeye
Rd., Atlanta, GA 30341.

The computer programs de-
veloped were based entirely
upon atlas orthogonal method
of x-ray analysis. The equa-

tions, which are the basis for both the
analysis and the programs, are listed
in the Basic IIx-ray analysis book. The
osteological information used by the
program has been examined and
detailed in the arthrology section of
the orthogonal programs. The indi-
vidualosteologicallyimportant points
from the x-rays are input into the
computer's memoryviaa digitizer.At
the date ofthe writingofthis paper we
used an Apple Graphics Tablet
(digitizer)withan Apple2+ computer.
The program takes the input infor-
mation of 17 distinct points (coordi-
nates) and through algebraic, geo-
metric,and trigonometriccalculations
arrivesat their geometricinterrelation-
ships. Line segments (edges of the
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skull)are also entered. To best relate
opposing curves, a linear regression
was used to calculate central skull
lines.

Our current graphics tablet delivers
point information to the computer
accurate to within .5 millimeters for
each individualpoint Thiscompound-
ed, develops up to a full degree of
error on some of our measurement
calculations. Our goal is to develop a
system which isaccurate to within.25
degrees inthe finallistings.Wefeelwe
will be able to achieve this goal by
using the more advanced digitizers
that have appeared on the market-
place. Digitizers that are back lit have
a stylus for inputing line segments
and a separate cursor for inputing
points.

Our programs can be easily adapted
for any other hardware. These programs

are our contribution to the advance-
ment of the chiropractic profession
into the future. (Figure 1)

, All three dimensional views (the
lateral, nasium, and vertex) are an-
alyzed by the computer. The doctor
does nothaveto drawa lineor measure
an angle.He onlymarksthe anatomical
structures. The computer draws all

continued on page 64

Figure 1
The Atlas Superior- Inferior Une is S3
Left cephalic line is CL3 Right cephalic line is CL3
Center skull line is 1.5 degrees from vertical
Atlas is right 1.5 degrees
Condylar surfaces form a 3 inch circle - Axial surfaces form a 5 inch circle
CTA = 12.83 degrees CTA in inches in 5.5
Center of the base of the odontoid is 1 millimeter right of the center of axis body
Spinous is 1.5 degrees left relative to the atlas
Spinous is 0 degrees left of the foramen magnum
Center of the axis body is 0 degrees relative to the atlas
Center of the axis body is 1.5 degrees right of the foramen magnum
Atlas plane line is 0
The lower angle is left 1.0 Angles = .75
High or low factor is 6.2 high
Foramen Tranversarii- Lateral mass configuation appears to be parallel
Central skull line is- .9 degreesfromcenter
Center of the foramen magnum - The frontal groove line is - .1 degree from center
Center of the foramen magnum - The frontal groove line and central skull line are not
parallel
Foramen Tranversarii in relationship to the center of the foramen magnum -
Frontal Groove Line states:
Atlas is rotated 2.7 degrees anterior on the right VRA= 15.3 HRA= 23.7
Lateral Masses in relationship to center of foramen magnum - Frontal groove line states:
Atlas is rotated 2.7 degrees anterior on the right VRA= 16.1 HRA23.8
Foramen Tranversarii in relationship to the center skull line states: .

Atlas in rotated 3.6 degrees anterior on the right VRA= 16 HRA= 30.9
Lateral Masses in relationship to the center skull line states:
Atlas is rotated 3.5 degrees anterior on the right VRA= 17 HRA= 29.8
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lines and measures all angles and
computes allthe adjustingvectors.All
anatomical aberrations are measured
and listed. The computer eliminates
all x-ray analysis instruments and
formula books.

We hired a student to run the same
x-raythrough the computer repeatedly
to find the range of error in the
combined hardware and the software
program. (Figure 2)

The complete computerized pro-
gram was presented at the 14th
Annual Biomechanics Conference
on the Spine, sponsored by Dr. C. H.
Suh, at Life Chiropractic College -
West in 1983.. Figure 2
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